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--Setting Sun - acoustic version

--Noel Gallagher (Oasis)

--Jack Edmonds aged 17
--06/02/06
--jackedmonds21@hotmail.com

--NOTE tune the E string down to a D-- very important!

I hope you have as much fun playing this as i did working it out and singing it.
Note it is the acoustic version that i found and downloaded so is proably
different
to the chemical brothers version.
Noel Gallagher is a genius and i hope if you re reading this you agree :)
Anyway go for this on an acoustic.

Chords:

Dm      x00231
Dsus2   x0023x
Cm9     03203x
A7sus4  x0203x

Intro:

Dsus2         Cm9 A7sus4         Dsus2/Dm/Dsus2 Cm9 A7sus4    -note the little
hammer of 
Dm, it sounds good.

E---------------------------------------1--------------------------------|
B--3-33333-333-3333-3-----------------333333--3-3-3-3--------------------|
G--2-22222-222-0000-0-----------------222222--0-0-0-0--------------------|
D--0-00000-000-2222-0-----------------000000--2-2-2-0--------------------|
A--0-00000-000-3333-2--2h3h2-0--------000000--3-3-3-2--2h3h2-0-----------|
D------------------------------3-2-0---------------------------3-2-0-----|  X2

-also careful not to hit the top E, it sounds wrong.

--VERSE

           Dsus2           Cm9        A7sus4      Dsus2     Cm9   A7sus4
You re the devil in me I brought in from the cold



              Dsus2                     Cm9      A7sus4   Dsus2     Cm9   A7sus4
You said your body was young, buy your mind was very old,
       Dsus2                    Cm9      A7sus4
You re coming on strong and I like the way,
    Dsus2                Cm9    A7sus4
The visions we had are fading away,             --you can hit the bottom E after
the 
if u like for depth
       Dsus2                 Cm9   A7sus4
You re part of a life I ve never had,
              Dsus2                      Cm9   A7sus4
You know I ll tell you man, it s just to bad,
     Dsus2                        Cm9    A7sus4
I ll tell you man, it s just to bad,
     Dsus2                        Cm9    A7sus4
I ll tell you man, it s just to bad,
     Dsus2                        Cm9    A7sus4
I ll tell you man, it s just to bad,

--CHORUS

    Dsus2    Cm9  (A7sus4)

E------------------------|
B-333-3333333------------|
G-222-2222222-222-0-0000-|
D-000-0000000-333-5-5555-|
A-000-0000000------------|
D------------------------|

       D                Cm9   (A7sus4)
You re coming on strong
       D                 Cm9   (A7sus4)
You re coming on strong
       D                 Cm9   (A7sus4)
you re shining your gun,
       D                Cm9    (A7sus4)
like a setting sun.

--INTERLUDE (intro but with slight variation with more Dm, and Dsus4)

--VERSE (same chords)

You re the devil in me I brought in from the cold,
You said you re body was young buy your minds still very old,
You re comin  on strong and I like the way,
The visions we had are fading away,
You re part of a life I ve never had,
You know I ll tell you man it s just to bad,
I ll tell you man it s just to bad,



I ll tell you man it s just to bad,
I ll tell you man it s just to bad

--CHORUS

Because you re coming on strong,
You re coming on strong,
You shinin  your gun
Like a setting sun

BECAUSE you re comin  on strong,
YEAH you re comin  on strong,
YEAH you re shinin  your gun,

--OUTRO  (verse chords)

Like a setting sun
Like a setting sun
Like a setting sun
Like a setting sun

fade End on a D

well thats about it from me, btw if you havn t got the acoustic version of this
song
i recommend it for all you Oasis crazy fans out there like me. Feel free to
comment or what-not.

live forever

Jack :)


